
 

 

2019 financial results: €114.8m in revenue generated by time:matters in the 
past year  
 

• Second-best annual result in the company’s history 

• Comprehensive investment in global network expansion  

• Focus in 2020 on dealing with the global COVID-19 pandemic, expansion and 
digitalization 
 

Neu-Isenburg, March 31, 2020: time:matters, the expert in high performance and special speed 

logistics, concluded 2019 with €114.8m in revenue. The company recorded its second-best 

business result to date within a challenging market environment associated with the slowdown in 

the global economy. 

 

In 2019, time:matters focused on building its international activities and continuously invested in 

the expansion of the network, the digitalization of core business and solutions for sustainable air 

transport. The company’s global Sameday Air network grew to include a total of 11 stations in a 

number of countries, including China, Japan, Singapore and Thailand. Subsidiary time:matters 

International Freight Forwarding Ltd. based in Shanghai was founded specifically for the Chinese 

market. 16 stations in Africa were also added to the Global Express Airfreight network. 

time:matters has been flying to these destinations via its new hub in Brussels since August. The 

services portfolio was also expanded in 2019 to include the global express transport of dangerous 

goods. 

 

The main growth sectors for time:matters in 2019 were in particular the medtech, life science, 

aviation & aerospace, and high-tech & semicon segments as well as the airmates On Board Courier 

platform, with which time:matters has been setting industry standards since 2017. It was able to 

double the number of accompanied shipments in 2019. Cell and Gene Therapy Logistics is another 

growth area in which time:matters is investing.  

 

The company’s continued focus on sustainable business processes was another milestone in 2019, 

particularly in respect of airmates, which became the world’s first carbon-neutral onboard courier 

service within the context of a long-term offsetting initiative with myclimate, a renowned non-

profit organization.  

 

“We took the right decision in 2019 to continue investing in expanding the global network, in spite 

of difficult global business conditions, and our customers have rewarded us for this,” explained 



 

Alexander Kohnen, CEO of time:matters. “2020 brings further challenges with the COVID-19 

outbreak. As an emergency logistics provider, we are well positioned despite the currently very 

dynamic changes, as we have already set up comprehensive measures at an early stage on that we 

are constantly reviewing and adapting according to the situation. The last few weeks in particular 

have shown that we can still offer our customers the right transport solutions, tailored to their 

needs, in spite of the dynamics of the current situation and the limited air freight capacities – 

something they extremely appreciate. This is made possible by our expertise as well as our very 

broad partner structure of more than 500 global partners and airlines. Depending on how the 

pandemic progresses, we plan to further expand our business this year in Europe, Asia and the 

USA.” 

 

time:matters was again recognized for its outstanding performance in the logistics sector in 2019. 

After receiving its fifth John Deere Achieving Excellence Award in a row, the logistics specialist 

also made it into the John Deere Hall of Fame. In addition, time:matters was honored with the 

elogistics tool award from AKJ Automotive for airmates, its digital On Board Courier platform. 

ISO9001:2015 certification underlines the consistently high level of the time:matters GmbH 

management system and ensures transparency and security for customers along the entire 

transport chain. The high level of customer satisfaction was again reflected in a superb Net 

Promoter Score of 76. 

 

“These awards underscore the excellent services we provide to our customers every day as part of 

our service excellence and quality strategy,” explained Lars Krosch, COO of time:matters. “We are 

proud of our ability to continuously build on the high quality of our work in spite of our constant 

expansion – even in the current COVID-19 situation. Indeed, our primary focus right now is on 

protecting the health of our employees and ensuring operational performance for our customers. 

In these unprecedented times, we are proud to play our part and find ways to secure global supply 

chains as best we can.” 

 

The duration and dynamics of the current pandemic will determine the extent to which the 

company presses ahead with this year’s implementation of the company-wide digitalization 

strategy, which includes both customer-centric development of the products and services on offer 

as well as automated booking capabilities for the service portfolio. 

 

  



 

About time:matters: 

time:matters is the expert for particularly urgent transports and complex logistics. Urgently needed spare 
parts, medical samples, dangerous goods and important documents are transported quickly and reliably from 
A to B via air, rail and road and if required also personally accompanied via on board courier. This is made 
possible by a global network with more than 500 courier partners and airlines. time:matters generally has 
access to all available airlines and can therefore utilize a wide range of flight routes: more than 3,000 
connections a day to over 500 destinations in around 100 countries. Besides speed and reliability, providing 
an individual, flexible service is paramount. time:matters is available 365 days a year, 24 hours a day, 
whenever tailor-made, customized logistics concepts are needed – for everything from ad-hoc situations 
through to regular business. time:matters has achieved ISO 9001:2015 certification as well as ISO 
14001:2015 environmental certification and compensates CO2 emissions of all airmates on board courier 
transports. The company employs more than 370 people and operates its own terminals for express and 
courier shipments at Frankfurt and Munich airport. By acquiring CB Customs Broker GmbH in 2018, 
time:matters incorporated decades of customs clearance and cargo handling expertise. Services covering all 
standard customs procedures including digital solutions for e-commerce customs clearance. CB Customs 
Broker is an “Authorized Economic Operator” and has been AEO-C certified since 2013. time:matters GmbH 
has been AEO certified since April 2019. 
 
Further information and picture requests:  

time:matters GmbH Public Relations Department 

Katja Sondey 

Gutenbergstraße 6 

63263 Neu-Isenburg, Germany 

Phone: +49 6102 / 36738-822 Fax: +49 6102 / 36738-899,  

Web: www.time-matters.com, e-mail: presse@time-matters.com 

 

24/7 booking and service hotline: 

Headquarters Germany: +49 69 9999 2079  

Austria & Central Eastern Europe: +43 1 700 7007 33966  

Benelux, France & Great Britain: +31 88 700 777 9800  

China & Asia: +86 21 8011 9484 

 

  


